
Ubuntuism, Commodi�ation, and theSoftware DialetiMike ChegeSeptember 23, 2008Abstrat�Free as in speeh, but not free as in beer,� is the refrain madefamous by Rihard Stallman, the standard-bearer of the free softwaremovement. However, many free software advoates seem to be of theopinion that the purity of free software is somehow tainted by anypreoupation with money or pro�t. Inevitably, this has impliationsfor the eonomi sustainability of free software, for without a soureof inome, how an free software hope to survive? The hallenge of�nding a way to ensure eonomi sustainability without sari�ing theideals of free software is what we have termed the �software dialeti.�While the literature on the eonomis of free software is alreadyquite substantial, in this essay we approah the subjet by onsidering�rst priniples, suh as the di�erene between wealth and money, howthe market hooses what to produe, and what the laws of thermo-dynamis have to do with eonomis. Finally, even though the ideasexpressed in this essay apply to free software in general, here we shallbe fousing on that partiular inarnation of free software known asthe GNU/Linux system.
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1 IntrodutionThe old saying that there is no suh thing as a free lunh is so trivial andobvious that it seems hardly worth mentioning. Yet, to paraphrase DeLong(2004), free software advoates often treat the topi of money like the Vi-torians treated sex: everyone knew that sex must exist to produe littleVitorians, but any talk about sex was onsidered verboten.DeLong's analogy might seem a little exaggerated, but there is no denyingthat money has long been a touhy subjet in free software irles, and eventhough attitudes have mellowed in reent years, you still run the risk ofwearing out your welome among free software advoates by using words likemoney and pro�t too freely.On the other hand, ontrary to the image often painted of him as a head-in-the-louds, anti-ommerial ideologue, Rihard Stallman, the standard-bearer of the free software movement, seems to take a rather pragmati view.Aording to him, free software is not opposed to the making of money. Ashe writes:Many people believe that the spirit of the GNU projet isthat you should not harge money for distributing opies of thesoftware, or that you should harge as little as possible - justenough to over the ost.Atually, we enourage people who distribute free software toharge as muh as they wish or an. (Gay, 2002, p. 65)Aording to Stallman, the money earned from selling the software an thenbe used to support the growth of free software:Distributing free software is an opportunity to raise funds fordevelopment. Don't waste it!In order to ontribute funds, you need to have some extra. Ifyou harge too low a fee, you won't have anything to spare tosupport development. (Gay, p. 65)2



Perhaps one of the reasons why free software advoates exhibit suh retieneabout the subjet of money is that free software is based on a philosophy of in-lusion, ooperation, sharing, and openness, while the market is synonymouswith self-interest, seretiveness, ompetition, and the exlusion of those whodo not, or annot, pay. The hallenge of reoniling these two ontraditoryopposites is what onstitutes the �software dialeti.�1Sine this is a disussion that raises fundamental eonomi questions, itwill also be a disussion about �rst priniples, namely the di�erene betweenwealth and money, how the market hooses what to produe, and what thelaws of thermodynamis have to do with eonomis.Finally, even though the ideas expressed in this essay apply to free andopen soure software projets in general, here we will be fousing on theGNU/Linux system.2 It should also be noted that even though the termsfree software and open soure software are often used interhangeably in theliterature, the truth is that the terms open soure and free software refer toseparate movements with di�erent goals. Sine in this essay we are onerned1Here we use the term �dialeti� not in the Sorati sense, but in the sense that the Ger-man philosopher Georg Hegel and his most famous disiple, Karl Marx, used it. Aordingto Hegel and Marx, the dialetial proess, omprising the stages of thesis, antithesis, andsynthesis, was a general law governing not just soiety but nature itself. Though theirideas have long sine been abandoned by most sholars, the Hegelian/Marxian dialetialframework may still serve a useful purpose. In this essay, we use the dialetial frameworkto desribe the attempt to reonile two ontraditory positions (thesis and antithesis) inorder to arrive at an outome that aommodates both positions (the synthesis).2The GNU in GNU/Linux is a reursive aronym for �GNU's not Unix.� The GNUprojet was the �rst major projet of the free software movement. Initiated in 1984by Rihard Stallman, the goal of the GNU projet was to reate a omplete, free asin freedom, operating system, onsisting of a kernel, assemblers, ompilers, text editors,mailers, and other programs. By 1990 the GNU system was almost omplete but lakedone major omponent, the kernel. In 1991, Linus Torvalds, an undergraduate studentat the University of Helsinki, developed a Unix-ompatible kernel and alled it Linux.Combining Linux with the GNU system resulted in a omplete free operating system.The name GNU/Linux is therefore meant to express the omposition of the system as aombination of the GNU system with Linux as the kernel while also ensuring that theideal of freedom, whih led to the reation of the GNU system in the �rst plae, is notforgotten. An aount of the history of the free software movement, the GNU projet, andLinux an be found in Gay (2002, pp. 17-28).3



with the eonomi as well as the soial and ethial aspets of free and opensoure software, we shall be making a distintion between free and opensoure software.2 The Midas FallayMost of us are familiar with the Greek legend of King Midas. To many it isa autionary tale about the dangers of avarie. For eonomists, however, thestory of King Midas may hold another lesson. This is that wealth and gold(or money) are not the same thing. After all, here was the world's rihestman in danger of dying from hunger and thirst no di�erent from a destitutebeggar on the streets. The king was in danger of dying from hunger andthirst beause everything he touhed turned to gold, whih meant that foodand drink was also rendered inedible. Clearly, when Midas asked Dionysusfor the power to turn everything he touhed into gold, he was not interestedin gold as an end in itself, but rather in the things that gold ould buy.The tendeny to onfuse money with wealth is what we are referring toas the Midas Fallay. Wealth may be de�ned as goods and servies thatsatisfy material human wants and needs, while money simply represents aonvenient if imperfet way to measure and exhange wealth. Or to put itin the far more euphonious prose of the 18th entury Sottish philosopherDavid Hume:Money is not, properly speaking, one of the subjets of om-mere; but only the instrument whih men have agreed upon tofailitate the exhange of one ommodity for another. It is noneof the wheels of trade: it is the oil whih renders the motion ofthe wheels more smooth and easy. (Robinson & Eatwell, 1973, p.6)Now, while anybody in King Midas's position might probably be more on-erned about how to onvert money (gold) into wealth (food and drink for4



a start!), in this essay we are more onerned with how to onvert wealth(namely free software) into money, whih brings us to the subjet of om-modi�ation.3 Commodi�ation, Property Rights, and theExlusion Priniple3Eonomists lassify goods into two ategories: private and publi. The mar-ket mehanism is well suited to the provision of private goods. The marketmehanism is based on exhange and exhange an our only where thereis an exlusive right of ownership to the property whih is to be exhanged.In fat, the market system may be viewed as a system for the exhange ofproperty rights.To put it another way, the market an funtion only in a situation wherethe �exlusion priniple� applies, i.e., where A's onsumption is made on-tingent on A's paying the prie, while B, who does not pay, is exluded.Exhange annot our without property rights, and property rights requireexlusion. The market therefore tends to ater to those partiular onsumerdemands that are amenable to the exlusion priniple. This bias means thatin situations where exlusion would be impossible or prohibitively expensive,no goods or servies will be provided by the market mehanism, even if theprovision of suh goods or servies is soially desirable, and a situation knownas �market failure� thus ours.A lassi example of market failure is national defene. Sine it is im-possible to provide the bene�ts of national defene to those of the ountry'sinhabitants who are prepared to pay while exluding the bene�ts from thosewho are not prepared to pay, eah individual will �nd it in his or her interest3Muh of the redit for the ideas expressed in this setion must go to Fred Hirsh (1978)whose essay, �The New Commodity Fetishism,� inspired our use of the ommodi�ationonept. Eluidation of the ommodi�ation onept was also greatly aided by Rihardand Peggy Musgrave's text (1989, pp. 42-44).5



to onsume without paying, or to �free ride.� Without the ability to exludefree riders, the inentive to provide national defense through the market thusdisappears and it is for this reason that ertain servies, suh as nationaldefene, must be provided by the government.4So what is ommodi�ation? Commodi�ation may be desribed as theproess by whih the market establishes property rights and exluding deviesto failitate the prodution and exhange of wealth. In the software industry,exluding devies may inlude legal devies suh as software lienses, andphysial devies suh as opy restrition and produt ativation odes.5 Forour purposes, we shall also extend the ommodi�ation onept to inludethe methods by whih �rms seek to establish property rights over knowledgeso as to gain an advantage over potential ompetitors. Suh methods mayinlude serey, patents, and opyrights, as well as attrative pay and workingonditions where knowledge is embodied in (i.e., arried around in the headsof) employees.4 Ubuntuism, or the Freedom to Help YourNeighbourIf the antithesis of exlusion is inlusion, then the antithesis of ommodi�-ation is ubuntuism. The term ubuntuism is a neologism oined from the4Government of ourse does not provide suh goods and servies for free. Sine thepower of oerion is an essential feature of government, it an e�etively ounterat thefree-rider problem by requiring all who reeive the bene�ts of a publi good or servie topay appropriate taxes for it.5The physial devies mentioned are an attempt to turn software into a rival good.A rival good is a good whose onsumption by one person diminishes its availability forothers. For instane, when I eat an apple it is no longer available for anyone else. Or, if Isit on a hair, that hair is no longer available to anyone else to sit on until I relinquish it.In ontrast, software on a CD or DVD an, like the biblial �sh and seven loaves that fedthe multitude, be dupliated inde�nitely or installed on an in�nite number of mahines,so that my use of the software does not diminish its availability to others. Hene, in anattempt to make onsumption of software rivalrous, software publishers may introduesuh tehniques as opy restrition of media and produt ativation odes.6



southern Afrian word Ubuntu whih is related to a Zulu onept, "umuntungumuntu ngabantu," whih means that a person is only a person throughtheir relationship to others.6 This may also be expressed as �I exist beausethe ommunity exists.� Beause of its emphasis on �others� and �ommunity,�Ubuntu may be desribed as a form of ommunitarianism. Communitarian-ism is a system of soial organization that stresses the signi�ane of mutualreiproity, harity, fairness, openness, and a ommitment to the ommongood. We shall be using the term ubuntuism to refer to the ommunitarianphilosophy in general.Inidentally, lest we ome away with the impression that ubuntuism issome kind of romanti ideal, it should be noted that most historians andanthropologists are in agreement that ommunitarian soial organization hasin fat been the predominant form of soial organization through almost allof human history and may date bak millions of years to early anestorssuh as the Australopitheines (Stavrianos, 1990, pp. 17-23).7 This is alsoonsistent with the insights of soiobiology whih show that in the strugglefor survival, a strategy based on ooperation and mutual support rather thansel�shness and opportunism would be the optimal strategy.8Sine this is a disussion about free software, one might ask, what is thelink between ubuntuism and free software? The link between ubuntuism andfree software lies in the ethi of sharing, mutual support, openness, and soialsolidarity whih haraterizes both ubuntuism and the free software move-ment. In the free software movement this ethi is enapsulated in RihardStallman's famous Four Freedoms whih are the guiding priniples of the6The term Ubuntu has gained prominene in reent years in part due to its popular-isation by major publi �gures suh as Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, and even BillClinton (Coughlan, 2006, September 28). For a desription of the Ubuntu way of life in atraditional Afrian setting, see Xulu (2007, November). Within the free and open souresoftware ommunities, the term Ubuntu is mostly assoiated with the popular UbuntuLinux distribution.7Though Stavrianos refers to the system as �kinship soiety,� it is essentially ommu-nitarianism by another name.8See Heylighen & Campbell (1995) for a disussion on the evolution of ooperation.7



movement. These Four Freedoms are as follows:9Freedom 1: The freedom to run the program, for any purpose.Freedom 2: The freedom to study the soure ode, and hange it to makethe program do what you wish.Freedom 3: The freedom to redistribute opies so you an help yourneighbor.Freedom 4: The freedom to improve the program, and release your im-provements to the publi, so that the whole ommunity bene�ts.To quote Stallman (MGregor, 2008) on the importane of the Four Free-doms: �[The Four Freedoms℄ give you ontrol over your own omputing, andmake it possible to be part of a ommunity where people help eah other....These values of freedom and soial solidarity are the basi ideals of the freesoftware movement, ever sine its founding in 1983. These ideals were mymotive for launhing the development [of℄ the GNU operating system. Theyare the reason our ommunity exists.�The ethial underpinnings of free software are what distinguishes the freesoftware movement from its o�shoot, the open soure movement. For theopen soure movement, the issue of whether software should be open soureis a pratial question, not an ethial one. As its proponents frankly admit,the onept of open soure software was oneived with the expliit goal ofmaking free software more appealing to the business ommunity by iting thepratial bene�ts of the open soure development methodology.10 Proponentsof free software, on the other hand, tend to see the ethial and soial values asbeing more important. As a result, although nearly all open soure softwareis free software,11 the free software movement and the open soure movementare essentially separate movements with di�erent views and goals.9Based on Stallman (Gay, p. 43).10See for instane Raymond (1999).11That is, software that is liensed under the GNU General Publi Liense or GPL, theopyright liense that gives legal expression to the Four Freedoms. We would also addsoftware liensed under GPL-ompatible lienses, suh as the Modi�ed BSD liense, thePerl liense, and ertain Python lienses. 8



Still, regardless of the di�erenes between the two movements, the ideasexpressed in this essay are appliable to both movements beause both move-ments have to grapple with the question of how to maintain eonomi sus-tainability while largely forfeiting the opportunity to earn money the old-fashioned way - by harging liense fees.125 A Model of Eonomi EntropyLet us now turn to the onept of entropy whih is another onept that is ofentral importane to our approah. We shall start by providing a simpli�ed(but hopefully, not simplisti) explanation of the entropy onept.13Energy, it has been said, is the urreny of the universe. However, the�ow of energy in the universe is subjet to a set of physial laws known asthe laws of thermodynamis. Here we are interested in the seond law ofthermodynamis, also known as the law of entropy. The seond law of ther-modynamis states that the �entropy� of a �losed� system always inreases.This means that suh a system will spontaneously �run down� as all availableenergy is used up and eventually there will be no potential for further usefulwork. A system whih no longer has the apaity to do useful work beauseall the energy available to it has been used up is said to be in a state of12Free and open soure software does not ompletely shut the door on the possibilityof earning money through liensing fees. Companies an make money from liensingfees by resorting to a dual liensing strategy. This involves o�ering their software undertwo di�erent liensing shemes, a proprietary liensing sheme and a free or open soureliensing sheme. However, as Brue Perens (2005) explains, dual liensing is better suitedto software libraries and generally isn't usable for appliations, whih therefore limits thenumber of situations in whih dual liensing may be appliable. In the �nal analysis,however, the mixing of proprietary and free and open soure lienses does seem to runounter to the onept of free and open soure software.The same objetion would also apply to any strategy based on the bundling of propri-etary software with free and open soure software as a way of promoting a free and opensoure software produt.13Here we are mostly onerned with thermodynami entropy. The entropy onept hasalso been extended to non-thermodynami ontexts. For a good disussion on the di�erentontexts in whih the entropy onept has been applied, see Joslyn (1990, August).9



maximum entropy.A useful analogy to desribe the seond law is an hour glass.14 An hourglass an be onsidered a losed system in that no sand enters the glassand none leaves. But although the quantity of sand in the hour glass isonstant, the bottom hamber is �lling up and the top hamber is beomingempty. The sand in the bottom hamber may be seen as a measure of theamount of entropy in the system. Sand in the top hamber is apable ofdoing work by falling, like water at the top of a waterfall, while sand inthe bottom hamber has spent its apaity to do work. The seond lawtherefore states that whenever work is done the amount of usable energy inthe system delines, whih, in the ase of a losed system, means that thesystem will eventually run down. Furthermore, though an hourglass an be�ipped over, the seond law of thermodynamis states that in any physialproess entropy never dereases. To put it another way, the original inputsmay never be reovered from the outputs of the proess and any attemptto reover the inputs would itself entail the expenditure of more energy andmaterials whih would themselves be irreoverable, and so on, ad in�nitum.The irreversibility of physial proesses is what leads to entropy's designationas �time's arrow.�Coming to �open� systems, suh systems, unlike losed systems, reeivea ontinuous in�ow of material and energy from their environment so thatthey do not run down. In the terminology of the physiist Erwin Shrödinger(1945), open systems reeive �negative entropy� from the environment. Bio-logial systems suh as human beings are good examples of open systems.Beause every proess of prodution is, at bottom, a transformation ofenergy and matter, it should ome as no surprise that a number of eonomistshave found the laws of thermodynamis to be onepts with onsiderablerelevane for eonomis. In fat, interest in the laws of thermodynamis has14This analogy appears in an exerpt from Daly & Cobb (1994) on the DieO� website(Dieo�). The analogy is attributed to the eonomist Niholas Georgesu-Roegen.10



led to the rise of an approah known as thermoeonomis.15 Methods withinthermoeonomis range from from those that seek to develop highly tehnialanalytial models of the eonomy based on the laws of thermodynamis, tothose that view thermodynami onepts as analogies and metaphors. Whilethe analogies-and-metaphors approah may not allow us to make exat anddedutive sienti� statements about eonomi systems, it still has merit as aheuristi, with the apaity to allow us to see eonomi phenomena in a newlight and hene stimulate researh in new and potentially fruitful diretions.In this essay we will be taking the analogies-and-metaphors approah.So, how do we inorporate the entropy law into out model? If we a-knowledge that any proess of eonomi prodution is dependent on loseinteration with the environment from whih it extrats materials and en-ergy, then it follows that any proess of eonomi prodution that remainsisolated from its surroundings, in the sense that it does not reeive any in-puts from its surroundings, will eventually suumb to �eonomi entropy.�In other words, it will eventually beome inapable of generating any moreoutputs just as a thermodynami system that has used up all its energy isinapable of doing any more work.Now, we should make it lear that when we talk of a losed eonomisystem we are not talking of a losed system in the physis sense, that is,a ompletely self-ontained system that does not exhange any matter orenergy with its environment, very muh like the hour glass in our analogy.Instead, we are talking of a quasi-losed system (see Figure 1 below) whih,in addition to exhanging outputs with its environment, may reeive inputsfrom its environment, but these �exogenous� inputs (represented by the arrowwith a dashed line in Figure 1) are so limited relative to the material and15Or, alternatively, bioeonomis. Niholas Georgesu-Roegen is onsidered to be oneof the pioneers of thermoeonomis as a distint approah within eonomis with hismonumental work The Entropy Law and the Eonomi Proess, published in 1971. Abrief yet informative introdution to thermoeonomis is provided by Baumgärtner (2004).Other works worth onsulting are Gowdy & Mesner (1998) and Corning (2002).11



Figure 1: Closed and Open Systems of Eonomi Prodution.energy requirements of the system that the system has to rely mainly onits own internal resoures or �endogenous� inputs, whih are presumed to be�nite, whih in turn means that the system faes the risk of running downsooner or later.The next question is, what onstitutes inputs in our model? Aordingto the prodution funtion, q=f(x1,x2 ...xn), whih is the standard way ofrepresenting the prodution proess in eonomi models, inputs typiallyomprise labour, apital (both �nanial and physial), and raw materials.16One ould therefore say, that as long as there is a steady and su�ientsupply of these inputs in any prodution proess, then eonomi entropy anbe avoided.16Where q is the quantity of output and x1,x2...xn are the quantities of the inputs used.f is simply the mathematial notation for �is a funtion o�� or �depends upon.� Of ourse,the prodution funtion onept is not without its ritis (see for example Baumgärtner[2004, p. 117℄ in the ontext of thermodynamis, and Mishra [2007℄ and Cohen & Harourt[2003℄ in the ontext of onventional eonomi analysis), but for present purposes suhritiisms need not onern us.
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6 Closed System and Open System DistrosHaving outlined a onept of eonomi entropy, let us now apply the oneptto the GNU/Linux system whih is the fous of this essay.17We generally enounter the GNU/Linux system in the form of a �distribu-tion.� So it would be in order to start by explaining what a distribution is. Adistribution, or distro, to use the popular term, is an operating system om-prising the Linux kernel and an assortment of appliations in binary form butalso available in soure ode form. Now, in priniple, users ould obtain theLinux kernel via the Internet and they ould then obtain soure ode for theappliations in the same way, and then ompile and integrate the programs toassemble a working GNU/Linux system. However, this proess is both verydemanding and time-onsuming. To avoid the hassle of �rolling� their owndistributions, therefore, users often hoose to obtain omplete, ready-madesystems from �distributors,� the ompanies or individuals that undertake thetask of reating suh systems.GNU/Linux distributions ome in all shapes and sizes. They range fromsmall, single-CD, single-purpose distros like SystemResueCd (whose maintask, as its name suggests, is to �resue� systems after a rash) to massive,everything-but-the-kithen-sink, multiple-CD distros like Debian. Distrosan also be distinguished along the lines of software pakage formats, that is,whether they are rpm-based distros, deb-based distros, or tgz-based distros.But distros an also be distinguished along the lines of whether they arelosed system distros or open system distros.In the previous setion we desribed a losed system as a system whihmay reeive inputs from its environment but these exogenous inputs areso limited relative to the material and energy requirements of the system17Though not all the software in the GNU/Linux system is liensed under the GPL, freesoftware forms a signi�ant part of the GNU/Linux system and this inludes some of themost essential omponents suh as the Linux kernel itself, without whih there would beno system. For more on the rationale behind the name GNU/Linux, refer to note 1.13



that the system has to rely mainly on its own endogenous inputs whih arehowever assumed to be �nite, whih means that the system faes a high riskof running down.Sine building and maintaining a distro is an intrinsially labour inten-sive ativity, an admittedly unsophistiated but, in our view, e�etive wayto measure the level of �openness� of a distro is to look at the number ofdevelopers involved in the projet. By this standard, a typial losed systemdistro will have a very small group of developers, even just one or two devel-opers, often the reators of the projet, working on it. In addition, alongsidethe low developer headount, we are also likely to �nd that the majority ofthe resoures available to the projet are being provided by the developersthemselves. In other words, there is greater reliane on internal soures offunds. All in all, even assuming that they were possessed of prodigious pro-gramming abilities, the amount of time, e�ort, and resoures that a smallgroup of developers an devote to a distribution is neessarily �nite. Thismeans that losed system distributions must ontend with the ever-presentprospet of entropi deline.Coming to open system distros, suh distros by ontrast will be ableto draw on the environment for developers as well as other resoures. Anopen system distro, therefore, is likely to have onsiderably more developersworking on it in addition to having better external soures of funds.Using the number of developers and the soures of funds as our mainyardstiks, in the tables below we present a seletion of the most populardistros divided into losed system and open system distros.1818Information on how many developers are involved in a distribution is generally hardto ome by. We have only inluded those distributions for whih we have fairly reliableinformation. Information on the Slakware distribution is from an interview with PatrikVolkerding, the reator of Slakware, on The Linux Link Teh Show (TLLTS, 2006). Theinformation on Knoppix omes from a searh on �Knoppix� and �Klaus Knopper� on thefree and open soure software news site, Distrowath (Distrowath-a), and the Wikipediaentries on Knoppix (Wikipedia-a) and Klaus Knopper (Wikipedia-b). Information on theMepis distribution omes from an interview with Warren Woodford, the reator of Mepis,on the Linux Link Teh Show (TLLTS, 2007). Details on Mandriva are from the Mandriva14



Table 1: Closed System Distros.

Table 2: Borderline Open System Distros.
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Table 3: Open System Distros.
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In many ases losed system distros have beome synonymous with theirreators. Thus, it may be di�ult to imagine Knoppix without Klaus Knop-per or Mepis without Warren Woodford. While this may be part of theharm of a losed system distro, it an also be a serious shortoming be-ause whether there is a new release or not may be heavily dependent onthe reator's situation. Thus, for example, for some time Klaus Knopper hasbeen working on ADRIANE, a desktop system designed for blind omputerusers (Knopper's wife, Adriane, is blind).19 As a result, Knopper has hadless time to work on the �regular� Knoppix whih has a�eted the frequenyof new releases.20 As for Mepis, sine 2005 Warren Woodford's work on thedistribution has been slowed down by a bak problem.21 More reently, whennew onerns were raised about the future of Mepis given the prolonged lakof news on the distribution, Woodford dislosed that work on Mepis hadsu�ered beause he ��nally had to reenter the workfore as a onsultant inorder to pay the bills. I an [earn℄ more in two weeks of onsulting, then in ayear with [Mepis℄" (Vaughan-Nihols, 2007). Woodford's andid admissionalso lends more support to our haraterization of losed system distros aslaking adequate external soures of funds.Meanwhile, we have referred to Slakware as a borderline open systemdistro (Table 2) rather than a fully open system distro. This is beause evenorporate information web page (Mandriva-a), while details on the Debian and Red Hatdistributions are from Debian.net and Red Hat Vie President and CTO Brian Stevens'skeynote address at the 2007 Red Hat Summit (Red Hat, 2007b) respetively. Details onthe SUSE Linux distribution are from Stoveland (2008, p. 19). Information on soures offunds was gathered from the distributions' websites.19While Knopper obviously named the ADRIANE desktop system after his wife, ADRI-ANE is also an aronym for Audio Desktop Referene Implementation and NetworkingEnvironment, as explained on the Knopper.net website (Knopper.net).20There was whole year between releases from Marh 2007 (version 5.2) to Marh 2008(version 5.3), as opposed to the usual 3-5 month release yle.21In an interview on the Linux Link Teh Show (TLLTS, 2007), Woodford revealedthat he had been su�ering from a herniated dis in his bak for around three years. Thishad a�eted his produtivity but unfortunately he did not have the money to pay for theexpensive surgery needed to �x the problem.17



though Slakware makes enough money to support its reator �Pat� Volk-erding (TLLTS, 2006), and has a �development team� with about a dozendevelopers (most likely volunteers), the evidene suggests that Volkerdingstill does most of the development work himself, and it might be just asdi�ult to imagine Slakware without Volkerding as it might be to imagineKnoppix without Knopper or Mepis without Woodford. Ultimately, beauseof their dependene on a handful of individuals or just one individual, thehanes are high that losed system distros and borderline open system dis-tros may ease to exist if these individuals, for whatever reason, are unableto ontinue working on them.22Fully open system distros, on the other hand, tend to develop a separateidentity and existene from their reators. For instane, even though theDebian distribution still bears the name of its reator Ian Murdok (the �ian�in Debian),23 the projet has long sine aquired a life of its own. Similarly,Red Hat is no longer tied to its founders Mark Ewing and Bob Young,24 andMandriva even �red one of its founders (Mandriva, 2006, Marh)!The last few years have seen a massive proliferation of GNU/Linux distros(there are estimated to be over 300 �ative� GNU/Linux distributions),25most of whih we would probably lassify as losed system distros, and itis ommon to hear people derying the proliferation of distros as a wasteful22This was the fate that befell Libranet GNU/Linux, a popular ommerial distributionwith a team of four developers. Designed as an easy-to-install Debian-based distributionbak in the days when installing and on�guring Debian was still something of an ordeal,Libranet ran into problems following the demise of its reator, Jon Danzig, in June 2005.Tal, Danzig's son, attempted to keep the distribution going but eventually abandoned thetask (Danzig, 2005, November 25).23The �Deb� in Debian omes from the �rst name of Murdok's girlfriend (now wife)Debra.24Aording to Yahoo!Finanes (Yahoo!Finanes), Mark Ewing and Bob Young are nowneither major shareholders nor key exeutives in the ompany.25For a list of known distributions refer to Distrowath (Distrowath-b) and LWN.net(LWN.net). An �ative� distribution is a distribution that is still being maintained andupdated. 18



dupliation of e�ort26 and a ause of unneessary onfusion and frustrationto users.Suh proliferation may be desribed as a �widening� proess. This widen-ing proess in itself needn't be a bad thing. After all, the freedom to tinkerwith ode is supposed to be one of the main freedoms, and strengths, offree software. But it ould also be argued that if GNU/Linux is to solidifyits position as a viable alternative to proprietary or non-free software, then�deepening,� whih implies a greater fous on qualitative improvements, asopposed to mere quantitative inrease, is also needed. Suh deepening mayinvolve adding important, new funtions to software, or it may simply involvemaking existing funtions more robust and e�ient.Now, while many, if not most, of the developers working on losed systemdistros are undoubtedly very talented and innovative people, it appears tous that deepening, espeially the kind that involves making fundamentalimprovements to the software, is more likely to be undertaken by open systemdistros beause suh distros, almost by de�nition, are in a better position toarry out the skill- and resoure-intensive ativity of R&D. As an example,in the �sal year ending February 29, 2008, Red Hat spent $97.4 million onR&D (Red Hat, 2008, p.18), a �gure well beyond the apability of any losedsystem distro. Meanwhile, Novell, whih owns the SUSE Linux distribution,assigns large groups of developers to work on omplex software pakages suhas the OpenO�e o�e suite, the KDE desktop system, and the Linux kernel(Stoveland 2008, p. 69). One again, this is beyond the apaity of any losedsystem distro.Let us now try to pull together the threads of our argument by lookingat two major open-system GNU/Linux distros, eah pursuing a di�erentstrategy in the attempt to overome eonomi entropy.26See, for instane, Vaughan-Nihols (2005, September 29).
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7 Red Hat: A Case Study in the Commodi�-ation of FreeRed Hat is the proverbial garage startup. In 1994, Mar Ewing, who hadreently graduated from Carnegie Mellon University, reated his own versionof Linux working out of his spare bedroom. He named his version Red HatLinux. Mar's release of his initial beta of Red Hat, the �Halloween� edi-tion, earned him instant fame in Linux newsgroups. Shortly afterwards, BobYoung, owner of the ACC Corporation, a small atalog business that soldLinux and UNIX produts, alled Ewing up beause he wanted to add RedHat to his atalog of Linux produts. A few months later, Young and Ewingagreed to merge Mar's Linux business with Ewing's ACC orporation, andRed Hat Software Ltd. was born.27Of ourse, Red Hat was not the only distribution available at the time.There were already other distributions suh as SLS, Yggdrasil, and Slakware.But Red Hat's selling point was that it developed a software program to aidin the ompliated pakage installation and upgrade proess. That programwas the Red Hat Pakage Manager or RPM in short. Thanks to RPM,oupled with e�orts to make the system easier to install and on�gure, RedHat's popularity soared.From the outset, however, it must have been lear that selling softwareas a produt was not going to be an easy way to build a sustainable busi-ness. This was beause while the GNU General Publi Liense or GPL, theopyright liense that gives legal expression to the Four Freedoms and underwhih the Linux kernel and muh of the software in the GNU/Linux system isliensed, has no requirements about how muh you an harge for distribut-ing a opy of free software,28 it also allows, even enourages, users to opyand distribute the software. People ould thus redistribute opies of Red Hat27Red Hat Software Ltd. was hanged to Red Hat, In. in June 1999.28In Stallman's words (Gay, p. 72), "you an harge nothing, a penny, a dollar, or abillion dollars." 20



without a penny oming to Red Hat.29 Furthermore, beause ompetitorshad aess to the same freely available soure ode as Red Hat, there werelimits to what Red Hat ould harge for its produt. As Bob Young (Martin,2007) put it (brakets appear in original quote): �You ouldn't make anymoney selling [the Linux℄ operating system...beause all this stu� was free,and if you started to harge money for it, someone else would ome in andprie it lower.�30Given the di�ulty of surviving on software produt sales alone, Red Hathad to searh for a new business model. Despite the growing popularity ofthe GNU/Linux system, one of the biggest obstales to GNU/Linux adoptionin the orporate environment was a lak of support servies. Seeing this asan opportunity, Red Hat begun to look into providing post-sales support toorporate lients. This marked the swith to what may be desribed as the�sell religion, not bibles� strategy with Red Hat moving up the software valuehain from a business based largely on software sales (bibles) to one that wasbased largely on the sale of anillary servies related to its software (religion).As shown in Figure 2, we have divided the software value hain into twosetions: software pakaging and software servies. Software pakaging refersto the traditional model of selling software as a produt. Sine we are talkingabout GNU/Linux distributions, software pakaging would involve the aggre-gation, integration, and optimization of the Linux kernel and the numerousadditional �les that together form the GNU/Linux operating system, to re-ate a distribution whih may be aompanied by a manual and probablysome basi post-sales support.29In 2001 it was reported that of the 15 million to 20 million opies of the Red Hatdistribution that were in the marketplae, only about 1.5 million opies had atually beenpurhased from Red Hat (Reason, 2001). This seems to belie Bob Young's �Evian Water�argument (Young, 1999). Aording to this argument, for the same reason that are manypeople who would rather buy expensive bottled water when tap water is muh heaper,there were many people who would rather buy �O�ial� Red Hat Linux in a box for $50rather than download it for free or buy uno�ial CD opies for as little as $2.30Here, Young seems to ontradit his earlier Evian Water argument.21



Figure 2: The Software Value Chain (Adapted from Berleon Researh[2002℄).Software servies, on the other hand, refer to the provision of support,maintenane, training, integration, ustomization, and onsulting servies.Sine GNU/Linux distributors have already built up tehnial ompetenefrom pakaging and optimising the GNU/Linux system, the presumption isthat they an apitalise on this know-how to provide support, onsulting,and other servies.In 2003, as part of its new business strategy, Red Hat disontinued itsretail edition of Red Hat and introdued Red Hat Enterprise Linux. RedHat Enterprise Linux was to be sold on a subsription basis. A subsriptionentitled the user to a opy or opies of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, supportservies inluding installation and other tehnial assistane, and aess topathes and updates through the Red Hat Network servie.So, to put Red Hat's experiene within the framework of the softwaredialeti, the exlusion priniple did not work well with software sales beausefree and open soure lienses in general irumsribe the opportunities forearning money through liense fees, the soure ode is freely available toompetitors, and people are allowed to share and redistribute the softwarevirtually as a right. With the servies approah on the other hand, only thosewho buy a subsription are eligible to reeive support from Red Hat, andeven though adaptations of Red Hat Enterprise Linux suh as CentOS anbe downloaded for free o� the Internet, aess to support and maintenane22



servies as well as updates to o�ial Red Hat pakages via the Red HatNetwork are only available to subsribers.The evidene suggests that this approah has paid o� handsomely for RedHat. In the �sal year 2007-2008, Red Hat ahieved revenues of $523 millionand a net inome (pro�t) of $76 million (Red Hat, 2008, p. 38). Total ash,ash equivalents, and investments as of February 29, 2008 were $1.3 billion,and at the time of writing, the ompany had a stok market apitalizationhovering around $4 billion.At the same time, Red Hat has always made an e�ort to remain on goodterms with the free software ommunity by making all of its soure ode avail-able to the ommunity and by supporting various free software projets.31Red Hat is also a founding member of the Open Invention Network whihis a ompany that ats as a �patent pool� whose members have agreed notto assert their patents against GNU/Linux or GNU/Linux-related applia-tions.32Though Red Hat's behaviour may ultimately be guided by the less-noblegoal of turning a pro�t and keeping its shareholders happy, it has attemptedto do so while remaining srupulously faithful to the letter, if not the spirit,33of the GPL.31A list of projets that Red Hat supports an be found on the Red Hat �Open souredevelopment list� web page (Red Hat-a).32Other founding members of the Open Invention Network inlude IBM, Novell, Philips,and Sony. More information an be found at the Open Invention Network website athttp://www.openinventionnetwork.om/.33It may be noted, for instane, that Red Hat refers to itself as an open soure ompanyand not a free software ompany. See for example the Red Hat �Investor Relations� webpage (Red Hat-b). Also, as Bob Young has put it (Young, 1999), �...we are not ideologialabout lienses. We are omfortable with any liense that provides us with ontrol over thesoftware we are using....�
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8 Debian: The Apotheosis of UbuntuismOn August 16th, 1993, Ian Murdok, an undergraduate student at PurdueUniversity, announed the �Debian Linux Release� (Murdok 1993, August16). The development of Debian ame as a result of Murdok's disenhant-ment with GNU/Linux distributions at the time. Aording to Murdok,though many distributions had started out as fairly good systems, as timepassed, attention to maintaining the distribution beame a seondary on-ern (Murdok, 1994). Murdok gave the example of the Softlanding LinuxSystem (SLS) whih he desribed as possibly the most popular distributionat the time. Unfortunately, aording to Murdok, SLS was also �quite possi-bly the most bug-ridden and badly maintained Linux distribution available.�This meant that GNU/Linux users were being subjeted to an inferior prod-ut and their bad experienes were bound to undermine the prospets ofGNU/Linux. To Murdok, the time had ome �to onentrate on the futureof Linux rather than on the destrutive goal of enrihing oneself at the ex-pense of the entire Linux ommunity and its future.� The primary purposeof the Debian projet therefore was to reate a distribution that would �liveup to the Linux name� by being arefully and onsientiously assembled,maintained and supported.Another important aspet of Murdok's plan was that unlike other distri-butions �whih are developed by individuals, small, losed groups, or ommer-ial vendors�, Debian was to be developed ooperatively by many individualsthrough the Internet, in the same spirit as the Linux kernel and other freesoftware. This �open proess�, Murdok believed, would ensure that the sys-tem was of the highest quality and that it re�eted the needs of the userommunity rather than the needs and wants of the onstrutor.Finally, for users who were not in a position to download the distributionfrom the Internet, Debian was to be made available on physial media atlittle more than ost, and any pro�ts earned would be used to support thefurther development of free software.24



It was an ambitious plan, but thanks to the hard work and enthusiasm ofIan Murdok and the others who sueeded him in the role of Debian ProjetLeader, Debian grew from a single PC under a student's desk at Purdue Uni-versity, to paraphrase Bdale Garbee (2007),34 to beome a large, worldwideommunity of developers35 and users. Currently, the projet boasts roughly2,000 developers in over 40 ountries ollaborating via the Internet, and eventhough no one gets paid to work on Debian, anedotal evidene suggests thatthere is no shortage of appliants wishing to beome developers.Debian is also by far the largest GNU/Linux distribution. Based onsoure lines of ode (SLOC) analysis, the estimated size of the latest release,Debian 4.0,36 amounts to lose to 283 million soure lines of ode (Amor,et al., 2007). Using the Construtive Cost Model (COCOMO) to estimatethe e�ort and ost that would be involved in building a system the size ofDebian 4.0 from srath, we get an e�ort equivalent to 73,000 person yearsand a ost of around US$ 10 billion (Amor, et al., 2007). The Debian projettherefore represents a monumental e�ort of wealth reation whih is barelyre�eted in the eonomi statistis, a perfet example of the Midas Fallay.37But size is not the only noteworthy thing about Debian. Thanks toits reputation for stability, whih owes muh to its stringent quality assur-ane proedures,38 many major organizations around the world now rely on34Bdale Garbee was the Debian projet leader between April 2002 and April 2003. Whilehis omment was not meant to be taken literally, it is not far from the truth.35The Debian projet atually refers to its developers as �maintainers.� However, forthe sake of onsisteny, we shall ontinue to use the term developers.36By the time of writing, Debian 5.0, whih had been sheduled for release in September2008, was still not ready for release.37Atually, the �gure for soure lines of ode inludes both the work of the original orupstream authors, who in most ases are not Debian developers, and the work of Debiandevelopers, whih inludes Debian-related sripts and pathes neessary to adapt pakagesto Debian or to �x bugs, as well as Debian pakage management tools and installationsoftware (Amor, et al., 2007, p. 5). It would therefore be more aurate to say that theUS$ 10 billion �gure represents the free software e�ort as a whole, or a good part of it atany rate, rather than just the Debian projet's e�ort.38As a now-famous post by a MrNemesis on Slashdot.om put it (Kra�t, 2005, p. 103):�Look, this is Debian. They don't release things until you have to �re rokets at the thing25



Debian. Examples inlude the Muniipal Counil of the City of Munih,the MIT Computer Siene and Arti�ial Intelligene Lab, and the GenomeResearh Cluster at the Sanger Institute, whih is the single largest ontrib-utor to the publi Human Genome Projet. Debian also powers the serversthat run Seond Life, the popular online virtual world, and more reentlyit has been reported that Debian also powers the Max Plank Institute's32.8 tera�ops superomputer whih is Germany's fourth largest superom-puter making it the 11th largest in Europe and the 34th largest in the world(Debian Times 2008, June 11). But perhaps most impressive of all is thelaim by Bdale Garbee (2007) that there's a 30 perent hane that anyonemaking a ellphone all anywhere in the world will be relying on Debian insome way. This is beause Hewlett Pakard (HP), whih is a major hardwarevendor for teleommuniations servie providers, installs Debian on muh ofthe hardware that it ships.Debian, like free and open soure software in general, appears to defy ourpreoneptions about how the eonomy should work. For here is a large andintriate software system whih is being developed by a loosely-oordinated,globally-dispersed ommunity of volunteers, it is being given away for free,and yet it is so highly regarded that major organizations are willing to trustit with some of their most ritial operations. One ould perhaps say thatDebian is proof that the ommunity model an work just as well as theommerial model. But questions about the sustainability of the ommunitymodel still remain and we will have more to say about the subjet shortly.9 Free Software is Not a Perpetuum MobileThe market mehanism is well suited to the prodution of goods where thebene�ts derived from a good �ow exlusively to the person who paid forthe good. Commodi�ation is the name we have given to the proess ofto stop it from working.� 26



establishing property rights and exluding devies over goods and knowledgeso that only those who pay for a good are entitled to its bene�ts whileompeting produers are denied the use of knowledge that would improvetheir ompetitive position relative to the �rm possessing suh knowledge.Due to its basis in exlusion, this proess seems inimial to the spirit of freesoftware whih is the spirit of inlusion, ooperation, and sharing whih wehave termed ubuntuism. So the question is, how does one reonile thesetwo ontraditory opposites, ommodi�ation and ubuntuism, so as to makefree software eonomially viable while preserving the ideals of free software?This is the software dialeti.As the example of Red Hat shows, it is possible to ahieve some kindof synthesis between ommodi�ation and ubuntuism. To reap, given thedi�ulty of applying the exlusion priniple to GNU/Linux as a produt, RedHat deided to move up the value hain to areas, namely software servies,where the exlusion priniple ould be more suessfully applied. At thesame time Red Hat has ontinued to strive to remain on good terms with thefree software ommunity by ontributing all its ode bak to the ommunityin ompliane with the GPL, and also by supporting various free softwareprojets.In ontrast to the Red Hat model is the Debian model whih appears tobypass the software dialeti entirely by relying on donations and volunteerdevelopers. But is this a sustainable model?There is already a substantial literature on why people may hose to workon free software without remuneration.39 In a nutshell, people may be mo-tivated by a desire to �srath an ith� (i.e., to �x a bug or see some newfuntion or feature added to the software), the enjoyment and intelletualstimulation of the ativity, a sense of belonging and ontributing to a ause,39The anonial referenes are probably Raymond (1999) and Lerner & Tirole (2000).Other relevant works inlude Lakhani & Wolf (2005) and Rullani (2005). For a reviewabout studies on motivations for ontributing to free and open soure projets see Rossi(2004). 27



a desire to improve one's programming skills, striving for reognition amongpeers, as a way to �signal� one's skills to prospetive employers, or a ombi-nation of the above. If one assumes that Debian developers are no di�erentfrom other free software developers, then one an probably say that as long asthere are people willing to work on free software there will be people willingto work on Debian.This last sentene betrays the fat that we have not been able to �ndany studies that shed light on the motivations of Debian developers spei�-ally. However, there are other studies on volunteer partiipation in Debianwhih provide some insights whih may be useful in assessing Debian's futureprospets. For example, one of the main �ndings in Robles et al. (2005) isthat there is a general stability in the volunteer e�ort in Debian. For a start,Debian developers tend to ommit to the projet for long periods of time: atleast half are expeted to remain with the projet for seven and a half years,whih is probably longer than in many software ompanies. Seond, whendevelopers leave the projet most of their work tends to be taken over byother developers so that ontinuity is ensured. Robles et al. also note thatthere has been a trend towards the formation of developer teams to maintainpakages. These developer or �maintainer� teams help to redue the relianeon individual developers and minimize the impat that the departure of anysingle developer will have on the projet.Another pertinent study is the study by Mihlmayr (2004). One of theobservations that Mihlmayr makes in his study is that over the years theadmission proess into the Debian projet has beome more elaborate andtime-onsuming. While some would argue that a more onerous admissionproess only serves to disourage new developers from joining the projet,Mihlmayr takes the view that the inreased omplexity of the admissionproess may not only at as a way of sreening out volunteers who lak goodtehnial skills, but it may also at as a way of sreening out volunteers whoare not likely to show a high level of ommitment to the projet. Though28



Mihlmayr o�ers some suggestions as to how this hypothesis might be tested,to our knowledge no suh study has been undertaken so far.40Besides stability in the volunteer e�ort, Debian has also been enjoying in-reased orporate and institutional interest.41 This bodes well for the projetbeause besides boosting Debian's pro�le, there is a good hane that or-porations and institutions, whether out of a desire to �give something bakto the ommunity� or just out of sheer self-interest, may hoose to providesupport to the projet, whether by making donations, hiring Debian devel-opers, or ontributing developers and ode to the projet, thus improvingthe projet's long-term prospets.On the whole, the ontinued suess of the Debian projet seems to sup-port the view that with a well-de�ned vision that an galvanize people'sinterest and involvement, good leadership,42 and the right organizationalstrutures, the ommunity model is just as viable as the ommerial model,and just as apable of produing high quality software.Alongside our disussion on the software dialeti we also had a disussionwhih used the entropy metaphor and the idea of losed systems and opensystems to emphasize the fat that free software is not a perpetuum mobileor perpetual motion mahine.Sine anient times people have been trying to devise perpetual motionmahines that would give us something for nothing. But so far the laws ofthermodynamis have managed to frustrate all suh e�orts. Hene, until thelaws of thermodynamis are repealed, to use Paul Samuelson's phrase,43 it40There are also signs that part of the slowness of admission may be due to administra-tive tardiness, as the blog posts by two Debian developers, Winnertz (2008, April 16) andNussbaum (2008, April 15), suggest.41See for instane HP's �Open Soure and Linux from HP� web page (HP) and theDebian projet's �Who's using Debian� web page (Debian.org).42What onstitutes good leadership is of ourse a topi in its own right. A pertinentstudy in this regard is O'Mahony and Ferraro (2007). This study fouses on the Debianprojet in an attempt to draw insights on leadership and governane whih may be ofrelevane to ommunities engaged in the prodution and sharing of knowledge.43Quoted in Mishra (2007, p. 15). The full quote is, �Until the laws of thermodynamis29



would be futile to expet to get something for nothing, or outputs withoutinputs. Closed systems will also ontinue to be liable to deline and break-down beause they have to rely on endogenous or internally available inputs,whih are �nite in supply. Open systems, on the other hand, are able to drawon inputs from their environment, and suh exogenous inputs, while not ne-essarily limitless in supply, are relatively abundant. This means that, barringany malfuntions in the system or adverse hanges in the environment, opensystems an keep going inde�nitely.Based on our taxonomy of GNU/Linux distributions, in whih we lassifydistributions into losed system distributions and open system distributions,we also argue that while there may be nothing inherently wrong with the ur-rent proliferation of distributions, a phenomenon we desribe as �widening�,there is also a need for �deepening�, whih refers to the need for sustainedimprovements to the GNU/Linux system. Though we admit that there areundoubtedly many skilled and ingenious developers working on losed systemdistros, in our view, given their greater aess to eonomi resoures and amuh larger pool of skilled developers, open systems are in a muh betterposition than losed systems to produe fundamental improvements to theGNU/Linux system.10 Maddog's Epiphany.Jon "Maddog" Hall is a well known personality in GNU/Linux irles.44During an interview on FLOSS Weekly (TWiT, 2007), a popular free andopen soure software podast, Hall reounted the following story. Bak in themid-1990's, when he was a marketing exeutive with the now-defunt DigitalEquipment Corporation (DEC), Hall was on his way bak home from a trip toare repealed, I shall ontinue to relate outputs to inputs - i.e. to believe in produtionfuntions.�44Maddog Hall is urrently Exeutive Diretor of Linux International, a non-pro�t or-ganization of omputer vendors who support and promote the GNU/Linux system.30



Australia, when he made a stopover in Fiji and heked into a resort alled theHideaway Resort hoping to enjoy a brief vaation. But the Hideaway ouldn'thave been muh of a hideaway beause the loal DEC salesman found himand managed to persuade him to give a talk on the GNU/Linux system atthe loal university. At the university, Hall soon disovered that althoughthe professors knew about GNU/Linux, it was di�ult for them to get holdof a opy beause at the time Fiji had an extremely dodgy onnetion tothe Internet and every time anyone tried to download �a opy of the [Linux℄kernel...they'd get it halfway through and some storm in the South Pai�would hit and drop the line.�So Hall took out the last GNU/Linux CD he had with him and as hehanded it to the professors he was suddenly reminded of the painting in theSistine Chapel in whih God is giving the touh of intelligene to Adam.45And this was when the penny dropped for him. Up until this point, he hadbeen more impressed by the low or zero ost of the GNU/Linux system, butas he handed his last CD over it suddenly struk him that in that CD was theequivalent of billions of dollars of ideas and work that had been ontributedby people from all over the world who were motivated by a desire to build abetter operating system. �And that's when I really begun to understand thewhole thing,� Hall onfesses in the interview.46While we might have mixed feelings about Rihard Stallman's more rad-ial laims regarding the immorality of non-free software,47 we readily a-knowledge that free software is a Promethean gift to the world as vividly45The painting is Mihelangelo's Creation of Adam. An image of the painting an befound at Wikipedia (Wikipedia-).46The story of Maddog's Fijian enounter doesn't end there, but we shall leave it tothe reader to �nd out what happened next. Atually, the entire interview is well worth alisten, not only for Maddog's entertaining anedotes, but also for the insider's perspetivehe provides on the omputing industry and the early years of GNU/Linux.47On stritly philosophial grounds, it is possible to argue that while free softwaremay bethe ethially superior alternative, this does not by itself make non-free software unethial(notwithstanding the fat that a ertain prominent non-free software ompany has beenknown to behave in an ethially questionable manner).31



portrayed in Maddog Hall's story. We also aknowledge that without Stall-man's unwavering onvition and dogged determination, free software as weknow it today might not exist. However, at the miroeonomi level, how toensure the sustainability of free software remains a vexed question.As we have explained, in a market eonomy goods will be produed whenonly those who paid for them an onsume their bene�ts. However, whenbene�ts arue to people other than the buyer of the good the produer willhave less inentive to produe more goods. In addition, the produer will alsoseek to protet any knowledge that provides an advantage over ompetitorsby preventing the dissemination of suh knowledge. This forms the rux ofthe software dialeti. Free software favours inlusion, sharing, and opennessrather than exlusion, ompetition, and seretiveness, but for the market toprovide goods it must be possible to exlude �free riders� from sharing inthe bene�ts of a good and ompetitors from sharing in the bene�ts of vitalknowledge.In this essay we have disussed two approahes to the prodution of freesoftware. These approahes are the ommerial approah and the ommunityapproah. In the former approah, the software dialeti may be resolved bymoving up the value hain, while in the latter approah the software dialetimay be avoided altogether by relying on donations and volunteers.Though some septiism still remains about the long-term viability of thefree software model, the fat that free software has ontinued to grow fromstrength to strength has given many observers pause for thought, and manyare now less likely to ridiule free software as a quixoti idea.A popular video on the Red Hat website quotes the Indian politial andspiritual leader Mohandas Gandhi: �First they ignore you, then they laughat you, then they �ght you, then you win.�48 Whether the free (and opensoure) software model will emerge as the dominant software development48The name of the video is �Truth Happens.� It an be viewed or downloaded on theRed Hat �Videos� web page (Red Hat-). 32



model, or whether this is just hyperbole, is something that remains to beseen. Even so, it is learly not a possibility that an be dismissed out ofhand.About the Author: Mike Chege is an eonomist based in Nairobi, Kenya.His �rm, Carpe Diem Afria, performs eonomi researh and also assistssmall and medium-sized enterprises in business planning and marketing strat-egy. Mike is also a ommentator and advoate on matters relating to in-formation and ommuniation tehnologies (ICTs) in less-developed oun-tries. Comments on this paper would be appreiated and an be sent tomikehege�gmail.om.Aknowledgments: Thanks are due to Dr. Nginya Lenneiye (World Bank)for suggesting the link between the Ubuntu philosophy and ommunitar-ianism, and Daniel Chable (former Chief Atuary, Nestlé) for his helpfulomments on the paper, and in partiular the entropy onept. The usualdislaimer applies.Referenes[1℄ Amor, J.J., Robles, G., Gonzalez-Barahona, J.M., Pena, J. F. S.(2007). Measuring Eth: The size of Debian 4.0. GsyC/Libresoft, athttps://penta.debonf.org/~joerg/attahments/33-measuring_eth_slides.pdf.[2℄ Baumgärtner, S. (2004). �Thermodynami models.� In Proops, J. &Safonov, P. , (Eds.), Modelling in eologial eonomis, pp. 102-129, at http://www.eo.uni-heidelberg.de/ng-oeoe/researh/papers/Baumgaertner2004ModEE.pdf.[3℄ Berleon Researh. (2002). FLOSS �nal report-Part 3. Free/Libre OpenSoure software: Survey and study. Basis of open soure software33
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